
 

 

22 December 2022 
 
 
Sharon Smith RPIA (Fellow) 
NSW President 
PIA 
 
 
Dear Ms Smith 
 

Planning Institute of Australia 2023 State Election Policy Platform 
 
I refer to the Planning Institute of Australia’s policy platform for the upcoming state election.  
 
Strategic and robust planning in cities and towns is crucial to creating places that are attractive to 
live in, work in and visit, and for addressing the significant challenges of climate change, housing 
affordability and inclusivity. I share the institute’s passion for strategic planning that addresses 
these vital concerns and have long sought to engage with proposed planning reforms and changes 
in the Parliament.  
 
I would support a ‘Better Housing Summit’ for the state to plan for the right housing in the right 
place only if there were a genuine focus on greening the built environment and delivering 
affordable housing. Past discussions have prioritised profit in housing supply, over the need to plan 
for sustainable, vibrant, affordable communities. 
 
With climate change already happening, New South Wales needs to prepare for a future where 
major weather events occur regularly. The destruction to life and property from recent fires and 
floods demonstrates that our planning and response systems lack resilience. I support government 
giving priority to future-proofing our communities, including introducing buybacks where rebuilding 
in established areas is no longer safe. The approach must also be complemented with strong 
action to make all aspects of society net zero emissions. 
 
While I am an inner city representative, I agree that the next state government needs to help 
regional councils fund much needed infrastructure in line with present and future need. 
Notwithstanding, I do not support the proposal by the NSW Government to divert significant sums 
of developer contributions away from metropolitan councils into an opaque regional fund with no 
plan or transparency on where or how the money will be spent; alternative reforms to help regional 
councils are needed. 
  
I share your concern about fatigue among planning and council practitioners in response to the 
sheer volume of top-down proposed changes to the planning system. I agree that the next state 
government should take a collaborative and wholistic approach and work together with planners to 
strengthening the planning system and make it fit-for-purpose into the future. 
 
Net zero must be embedded in the planning system with clear goals set out in all planning 
instruments supported by a roadmap to decarbonise the built environment from new to  
existing infrastructure and facilities. I will continue to pursue this outcome if re-elected.  
 
I have a long history of prioritising active over vehicular traffic. It is environmentally  
sustainable, reduces pollution and supports health. While I support continuation of  
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the active transport portfolio, it would be preferable if it were a core focus of an integrated transport 
portfolio that included dedicated funding to prevent roads, transport and active transport planning 
acting in silos. 
 
I thank you for reaching out to me about your priorities and if re-elected, I hope to work with you on 
climate change, housing affordability and creating exciting and healthy communities into the future. 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
Alex Greenwich 
Member for Sydney 
 
 


